
You will need
• work surface
• balloon
• scissors
• glass or jar
with a small
opening

• sticky tape
• sugar or salt

Easy15 min

SOUND
You can’t actually see sound as it travels through the air, but here’s an experiment that lets
you see the vibrations that sound is made from.

SEEING

No help
needed

Carefully cut off the neck of a balloon and throw
it away.
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Put the body of the balloon over the top of a
glass. Stretch it to make a tight skin, like that on
a drum.
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Visit Kids’ Corner at www.mileskelly.net for
more things to make and do
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Wrap some sticky tape around the outside of the
glass to keep the edge of the balloon in place.
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With your mouth about 10 cm from the balloon’s
surface, hum loudly. Also try humming a high note
and a low note. 

Do the grains on the balloon
move? 
Yes! Sound is made up of vibrations
that move through the air. The vibrations

are called sound waves. When something makes a
sound, vibrations spread out from it into the air in all
directions. When the vibrations in the air hit
something they make it vibrate, too. When sound
waves from your mouth hit the stretched balloon, they
make it vibrate up and down, which you can see
because the grains jump up and down. 

Hmmmmm!
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Stand the glass on a table and put a few grains
of salt or sugar on the balloon skin.
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Visit Kids’ Corner at www.mileskelly.net for
more things to make and do
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